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Our experience has shown that providing a wide range of behavioral health self-management services,  an-

onymized peer support, and immediate access to evidence-based tools via a digital platform empowers 

people to seek assistance for their mental health challenges for the first time.

The value of self-expression, of saying things anonymously that you might not otherwise express, was       

obvious on the walls of the housing estate, and it is obvious today in the thousands of ‘bricks’ created by 

BWW members. Since then, the growth of BWW has been centered around the community at its core.

“Big” recognizes the infinite nature of human emotion; 

“White” conveys the blank canvas the service provides; and, 

“Wall” symbolizes shelter and support, as well as the barriers 

we sometimes need to break through at times

Big White Wall was founded as an online peer-support network. It grew in part out of a London social project 

run by Jen Hyatt (BWW founder), where derelict buildings were being demolished to stop them being used 

for sex and drugs trades. Jen encouraged community members write and draw on the white walls of these 

houses to express how they felt about these buildings (which had been their parents’ and grandparents’ 

homes). These creations inspired the ‘bricks’, graphic images created by members, which still form ‘the wall’ 

of Big White Wall today.
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Feature Descriptors

'Bricks' Descriptor: Freely express your thoughts and feelings with unique creative outlets

'Talkabouts' Descriptor: Interact with a supportive community where everyone's voice counts

'Guided Support' Descriptor: Learn from smart programs to help understand and feel more confident.

'Useful Stuff' Descriptor: Test Yourself and deepen your insight with helpful resources.

Taglines and calls-to-action

However you express yourself, you're not alone. We're here to listen. Get support and find people who    

understand.

Join Big White Wall and discover a new approach towards wellbeing that is available anytime anywhere.

Connect with a community that cares and is accessible anytime anywhere.

General Descriptor

Big White Wall offers an anonymous peer support community, self managed programs and creative outlets 

all moderated 24/7 by our clinically trained Wall Guides. When you’re dealing with everyday stressors or 

major life events, we'll help you get through it.

BigBig White Wall’s evidence-based methods are designed to motivate healthy behaviors, build emotional re-

siliency and offer real results.  Our interactive platform is built upon a personalized approach that integrates 

self-paced programs, an anonymous community and educational resources that encourage self-care. You 

can feel secure freely expressing yourself in a safe space where your identity is completely private. 

The following examples from various BWW collateral demonstrate the tone and personality of the Big White 

Wall voice. These descriptors should be used for brand consistency. 

Taglines, Expressions and Descriptors

Verbal Identity
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